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The
JDeclara-t;ioa

opened the discussion

C~IR&lA~

(document E/CN.k/&)

ments m The article

evevlywhere in the world

the law and to the enjoyment

to the Drafting

Committee

a person before

civlJ,

Covenant

of Soviet

contained

Socialist

“No person shall

“Juri’dical

recalled

of the individual

- of the artidle
accordi&

of his

States

as

delegations

rights

had intended it to reaffirm
to which every

defined

of the
that

that

in law,
of

fundamant~l

O?

l&Jr

meant the

and to incur

eleewhere,

*exf,

had obJected

expression

the principle

person must enjoy

Even If *hose
.zQhta were already

personali’ty,n

in the law

the ri@-A to be represented

,

CotTenant

had supported

that

that

the s8.m poin;t;,

juridical

had nd msaning

certain

remarked

when the articles

that

as in many others,

to exercise

example,

i-c,* .P.lw,:I.
* rv=~~~~ul them in this

of

to reooe3piflon

35 of the Draft

his delegation

personality”

In his country,

for

by ,

the suppression

with

article

be deprived

the United Kingdom and United

obligations,

12 proposed

Republtcs)

deal&g

out that

Draft Covenant had been discussed,

countries,

after

which,

an article

Mr, SANTA CRUZ {Chile)

the expression

of article

ahe

the LAW.'I

The C!HAIRMt4Npointed
that

of Arnerioa,

everywhere to the right

is entitled

Mr, PAVLOV (Union

; fion,

to recognition

read:

world”,

“Everyone

riaht

coltlr

of fundamentctl.

States

the m-draft

(document E/CN.4/AC.L/20),

the words “in the

established

of the United

as the representative

her delegation

although

their

dXqit

”

Speaking

the Draft

and inV’,ited members to

has the right

aa a person before

subtitted

12 of the Draft

read aa foJ.Low~t: ,

“Everyone

’ rights.

on article

oertaln

The authors
non-d’lsarzWLna~
ci.vil

rights,

it W&B deelrablq

tt,

context,

/hr.

CASSm
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Mr. CASSIN (France)
amendment to the text
r&&.n

it

twofold,

that

a human being

slave

to revive

In reply

fundamental

the ancient
to marry,

civil

not a single

fundamental

meeting

and which

of another

considered

as a

or to own property,

who did not think

the status

human

sought in the last

idea that an individual

to be a creditor

country

last

such as Hitler,

out that

Here was a difficult

namely,

the law"

the modern forms of

the property

'he would point

rights,

before

to enjoy

against

to

had a double

"a person
right

essential

no

would have been no need to reaffirm

heads of State,

importance,

declaration,
WBE

there

It

The text

had condemned at its

to the Chairman,

wais of great

had'the

could not constitute

haa no right

There

stood,

was directea

‘Ear instance,

had not certain

years

everyone

That provision

were

ten

that

which the Committee

being,

as it

had submitted

thought

On the one hand, the expression

rights.

slavery

his delegation

12 because it

Declaration

down the principle

civil

the

of article

in the Draft

significance.
la-id

stated4that

of individuals

that
it

the word "everywhere"
did have a bearing

problem,

left

1iy;ing

which aid not discriminate

on

unsolved

on foreign

by
soil,

to some extent

between its own subjects and aliens,
The rights of aliens in respect of
*
the co&stzi.es in which they livea should therefore
be defined more closely,
The Draft

Declaration

should. guarantee

Mr. WILSON (United
United

States

rights"

in the article

Kingdom),

representative,

had no meaning
under

them a minimum of fundamental

ktressed

in Anglo-Saxon
discussion

Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile)

supporting

a statement

that the phrase
legislation

made by the

“fundamen-t;al

and that

its

rights,

civil

inclusion'
'/
:

might cause scme'confusion.
agreed with the point

of view expressed

He observed that the conception
by the I French representative.
mental civil
rights was basically
the same in Ed1 legislations.

of funda-

It pro/

Vid8d

for

the right

of the individual

t0

marry, to make wills,

to sign
/ leases

-:liil ‘I
\
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leases, etc. The aim of the provision

in question

was to avoid the dis.

crimination

toward foreigners

which might be exercised

countries.

He did not see how it Could Call fOr%ih Opposition

it should be carefully

gested

in certain
and sug-

studied before the COrrmittee considered ita

suppression.
The CHAIRMANremarked that the difficulty

had arisen because

the American lawyers who haa been consulted had been unable to agree on
the exact meaning of the phrase "fundamental
expression

civil

rights".

If that

were adoptea by the Committee, it would have no meaning in

Anglo-Saxon law.
formulated

For that reason, the United States delegation

the proposal which she had read out at the beginning

had
of the

meeting,
Mr. PAVLOY(Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics)

asked whether

it would not be possible to adopt the formula used in the Covenant, where
the USSR legislation
law,

corresponded to the conception

He had in mind political,

economic and social

the wording Of the Declaration
in that respect,
the country"

embodied in French
rights,

should correspond to the text

should be aaded to that formula,

that her delegatZon had pointed

out

in United States legislation,

the provisional
experts

Would

inclusion
later

come

of the United States,

at the time of the discussion

of the Covenant that the conception of "juridical
exist

of the Covenapt

Be proposed that the words Yn accordance with the laws of

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative
recalled

and thought

personality"

and that it had decided to agree to

of that phrase only on condition
to

did not

an understanding

on its

that legal

exact meaning,
/Mr. SANTA CRUZ

,

.‘”

,
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Mr, SANTA CRUZ (Chile)
were involved:
civil

observed that two distinct

that of the juridical

personality

conceptions

and that of fundamental

rights.
The concept "juridical

personality"

that a person had certain

rights

laws of his or her country,
ditions

contained

and obligations

in it recognition
in accordance with the

varying according to age, sex and other con-

l

The concept of fundamental
part of the article
individual

civil

w&a a different

sights

aim was to protect

one. Its

from measures of discrimination

to in the seoond

referred

the

and to ensure his or her enjoy-

mant of fundamental rights,
It

would be logical

the sentence,

for the Committee to retain

the first

part of

but he urged that the"secona part of the sentence should

in any case remain in the Draft Declaraticn;

it had a wider scope and

should contain a condemnation of possible discriminatory

measures against

aliens.
The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the UnJ.-ted States
insisted

that an exact definition

formulated

before her delegation

of fundamental

"Every person has the right

entirely

Such civil

rights

should be

12 which, he believed,

The text was as follows:

to recognition

before and equal

under the law,"
'1

Mr;SANTA CRUZ,(Chi+e) pointed out that
matter

rights

of article

the approval of all the members,

protection

civil

was called upon to reach a decision.

Mr, WU (China) submitted a draft
would receive

representative,

distinct

frcm political,economic

were moreover

civil

rights

and social

were a

rights,
\ .

analogous in a number of countrtes;
/including
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including

the United States of America,
He thought that an equivalent

Chile,
m~riage,

W~US, gifts,

between individuals

leases,

the United Kingdom, France and
term covering

rights

and the like,

i.e.

sales,

in general, must exist

relating

to

fxansactions i(

in Anglo-Saxon

legal

language,

Mr. F!ILSON(United Xingdom) wished to know whether the adjective
"fundamental"

added anything to the meaning of the article,

and proposed

its deletion,
Mr. SANTACRUZ(Chile)

explained

that the‘word

single out the most important of the many civil

rights

was intended
which ‘existed.

Mr. CASSIN (Prance) agreed with the representative
that the word "fundamental" should be retained,
the present state of feeling,
to treat

aliens

on a footing

of absolute

elementary civil

that these fundamental rights

with

its

rights,

made it alJ the morcr -ssential

should be guaranteed.
of the juridical

the individual.

That was quite
personality,

authority

those States to alter their own laws,

representative,

envisaged

I

as there

'

in the State of Georgia of the United States,
aTart from her hushand's.
i
laws of that kind.

which

was capable of corngelling

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist

existence

a

that he was non-existent.

observed that in her country there were as many jurisdictions
were States and that no federal

to impose

could be dep-).ived of e, large

The CHAIRMAN, speaking aa the United States

legal

In

own nationals,

who had shown it was possible

matter from a mere denial

in fact amounted to telling

as it was impossible,

equality

the concept that a whole class of individuals

different

of Chile

to impose on any Government the obligation

The recent example of Hitler,

part of their

to

Republics)

observed that

a married woman lzad no

He asked whether article

12

/The CHAIRMAN
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'The CJTAIRMAN,speaking as the United States representative,
repeated that her delegation
mental

civil

rights,

in her country,

could not agree to the reference

since no exact definition

of those rights

where they varied from State to St'ate,

to fundaexisted

Mr, WU (China)

withdrew

his amendment.

Mk. SANTA C!%JZ (Chile),
C%AX3MAN,moved that
the -last
civil

part

rights")

was adopted

a vote

by three

should

12 ('I...

of article
as
,/proposed

replying

be taken first

States

by the

on the deletion

and to the enjoyment

by the United

votes

to a proposal

of

of fundamental

amendment.

to two, with two abets&ions,

Mr. WILSON (wit&l

Kingdom)

change of the En*glish text

proposed

of the article,

a slight

drafting
no change

involving

in

the French text.

"Everyone
person
.

before

haa everywhere

to recognition

as 8

the law."

Mr, CASSIN (France)

the Draft

the right

Declaration

read the new text

as drawn up by a Drafting

composed of the representatives.of

China,

of article

11 of

Sub-Committee

Prance and the United

Kingdom (document E/CN.4/AC, l/39):
"Everyone

shall

have the right

asylum from persecution,
this

United

Nations

the wording

it

to recognize

should,

if

and Principles

in those very varied

conclude

had been inspired
a ri&t,

agreements

of the

by the Tact

in this

to provide

cases where some coun%ries

asylum but not be able to bear alone

crimes

persecution."

no one was bound to respect, it.

therefore,

is bound to secur%

from non-political

to the purposes

He would add that

to asylum,

arising

do not constitute

was impossible

Nations

with Member?States.

genuinely

or from acts contrary

that

The United

asylum in agreement
"Prosecution8

to seek and may be granted

the resulting

case the right

The United
material
might

have

financial

Nations
assistance
t&grant
burden.
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Mr, WILSON (United
I). a” in the first

have the right
be replaced

asked that

Kingdom)

by “has the right

the words, “shall

of the proposed

sentence

text

should.

*, ,‘I.
.

Mr. CASSIN (France)
of the Drafting

to grant

that

the obligation

asylum to any persecuted

form of a resolution

of the General

embodied in the text

of the Declaration.

Mr, AZKOUL (Lebanon)
Drafting

Moreover,

and explicitly,

laid

right

were’out

in a Convention,

down

He suggested
“Every

the following

persecution,”

to asylum should. be stated
implementing

wording

agreed with

more particularly

11 as drafted

the fact

t&e principle

during

The Declaration

by the greatest

by those

possible

not versed
of Labor)

in the law,

preferred

the

in Geneva,

that

said the Committee

all

countries

of the right

be quite

ineffective

to grant

asylum and to give

not stated

asylm

to the comments made by the Lebanese representa-

Mr, CASSIN (France)

account

sentence:

ana the whole OT it

articles

Miss SENDER (American Federation
I

, tive,

exsmple,

the first

Mr, Azkoul,

should, be so worded as to be understood

Replying

and should be

for

for

clearly

the exercise

in the Declaration,

any implementing

of Article

of the

J

Mr, WU (China)

number of people,

the text

to seek and to be granted

s

must not contain

the United.

and should not be

one on nationality,

one has the right

wording

on behalf

should be in the

not accejt

any measures

of place

for

person

Assembly

could

The right

Sub-Committee,

of that

alteration

Sub-Committee.

The CHAIRMAN felt
Nations

agreed to this

if

did not accept

to asylum,

the iUnitod

should

The article

Nations

failed

them the necessary

which States had to grant

,

take into
unconditionally
would therefore
to encourage

assistance?

asylum in, a specified

States

It was.
case #
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The State nearest to the one where persecdtion

had taken plaoe,mlght

not have the necessary funds to take in those who were persecuted
and, what was more, the influ
effect

on the national

life

of refugees might have a disturbing
of that country.

To secure the General Assembly's

agreement to accept the new

to grant asylum, it had been necessary to make it

obligation

that prosecutions
not constitute

genuinely arising

from non-political

did

cdmes

persecution.

Mr, AZKOUI, (Lebanon) reaffirmed

that the Declaration

proclaim the right to asylum, even though that right
univertGally

clear

recognized

of the burden falling

The United. Bations

today,

upon the countries

persecuted persona, but that principle
means of a resolution
of the Declaration,

might

must

not be

must bear a share

granting

asylum to

had to be established

by

of the General Aaaembly and not by a clause
Lastly,

it was obvious that prosecutions

out of a crime under commonlaw did not constitute

arising

persecution,

Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom) approved the use of the
following

expression in the first

granted asylum",

sentence:

"Every one,, *may be

It had to be borne in mind that the obligation

to grant asylum would not be assumed by all States,
The swi&

--.

asked f or the first

senttince. to be amended

a8 follows:

"Everyone has the right to seek and may be granted
/
temporary asylum from persecution in other countries',
It was to be foreseen that victlmu

receive

Furthermore,

cases of religious
that the article

referred

under that article,

them was

of permanent residence.

persecution

oountry I As regards the $bligations

rapidly;

would

temp,orary asylum and that the coun$ry receiving

not bound to guarantee them the right

specifying

of persecution

had to be excepted by

to persecutions

in another

the United ,Nations might

it should be remembered that it-was

one should bear in mind the difficulties

assume

unable to act

enoountered

fn

'
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conn'exion
which

.ttith the setting

up of the International

Refugee Organizatfon,

was not a permanent body,
Mr. HZ3!VARD (Australia)

containing

implementation

could

measures:

enabling

to be entered

in the text

Mr. A7XOUL (Lebanon) approved the action

of the Drafting

in mentioning

the right

the obligations

to asylum,

Otherwise,

into

of the United Nations as
the first

sentence would proclaim

for all persecuted persons to seek asylum without
9

really

them to find such an asylum.
Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist

article

11

c
of a convention.

Sub-Committee

the right

to &.-ti.cle

the obligations

by the United Rations must be recorded

regards

not agree

11 should specifically

debar Fascists

to find asylum, and proposed the following
"in particular,

the right

and Nazis prosecuted
.

of asylum s@ll

for their

Republics)

asked that

and Nazis from the right

addition

to the text:

not. be granted to Fascists

a

activities."

Mr. CASXIN (France) asked for a separate vote to be taken
on the three sentences composing the draft

text

of article
'

for a vote to be taken on the whole of that text.
Mr. FAVLOV (Union of So-viet Socialist

11, and then

Republica)

approved

the request of the l?rench representative

and stressed

of the USSR amendment depriving

and Nazis of the right

Fascists

the importance

asylum.
'/ The CHAIRMAN
G
1

to
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The CWIRIv~IV accepted
representative,

which was in accordance

Mr. AZKOKL (Lebanon)
amendment,
with

the procedure
with

proposed

and proceed-in@ in reverse

by the Bench

the Rules of Procedure.

to vote first

and then on each of the sentences

the last

proposed

on the USSR

of the article,

order,

i.e.

beginning

the third,

then

the second., and then the first.
The CEAIRWN accepted
Mr. WIISOl\r (Unlted

the proposal

of the Lebanese

Kingdom) said that he Tiould vote

USSR amendment because Fascist

and Nazi activities

“ects

and principles

contrary

specified

to the purposes

in the text of the Drafting

The addition

four
-__I

votes

proposed

representative

the

part, of the

of the United

Nations”

as’

Sub-Committee,

and meant the activities

was re”jected

by

which covered

of the United

contrary

ena_uired

of the United

Ringdcm

and Nazis to be
to the purposes

Nations

said that was the way he interpreted
all

acts contrary

to the purposes

and not only those of Fascists

and

,

Mr. CASSIR (France)
the same way as the United

an,d

Natl.ons.2

Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile)
text,

Republics)

of Fascists

to asylum as “acts

of the United

the proposed

Socialist

accepted, the interpretation

from the right

princkples

principles

against

to one B wli th two abstentions,

the Committee

excluded

formed

by the USSR representative

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet
IJhethsr

representative.

said that he too interpreted

Kingdom representative,

the text
I

/The third.

. r)

and
Nazis .
in

The third

sentence

The text

being

from non-political
-principles

of article
as follows:

crimes or from

of the United

asylum in agreement

voting

being

three

“The United

fbr

and three

Mr. A!ZKOUL (Lebanon)
to the first

expression

was not prepared.

“temporary”
Speaking

pointed

out that,

persecution

absence of which some, States

the

had shoTm that

representative,

its

st?essod

might

to replace

to
the

persecution”,

FTere to continue,
fro;

the ri@t

the CHAIRJ4AN
the State

granting

obligation.

qain

the importance

of the United

of the

Nations,

be led to refuse

that

in the

right

of

*

Mr. Cassin
or “asylum

Is bound ”to secure

was nbt adopted,

“during.

States

to the obligations

asylum.

Nations

representative

by the expression

Mr. CASSIN (France)
relating

and

persecution,”

as the discussion

States

asylum might wish to be released

sentence

to the purposes

to proclaim-unconditionally

as the United
if

arl sing

wi thdreT? the amendment he had submitted

But he asked the United

asylum.

to two.

against,

senlljence of the article,

the Committee

votes

genuinely

do not constitute

with meyber States”,

votes

by five

“Protiecutions
acts contrary

Nations

The second sentence:
this

11 was adopted

thought

during

Trords “in other

persecution”
countries”

Replying,
Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon)
tJhich a State

there

was no need to speak of “temgorary
) but he agreed

proposed

to the insertion

asylum”
of the

by the United

States

delegation.

to a remark made by the United

States

representative;

said there

could grant

asylum,

w:s no ‘need to limit
because the obligation

the period

during

to Grant such
lasy~~.
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asylum vaB tiot contained
By five
the following

votes to none, with
draft

of the first

“Everyone

L

in the text

has the right

on which the Committee

two abstentions,

was about

the Committee

to vote.

adopted

sentence:
to seek and mai be granted

asylum

from

pers eontion , ”
By three
to the first

votes

to two, with

one abstention,

sentence of the expremion

“during

I

by the Lebanese deleffation
,
,
,
Wl.*h a vote of two for, two against,
.
not adopt the Pnsestion
which the United
BY six votes
of the expressfon
delegation

States delegation

had proposed

to none, with one ab;stention,
“in other countries”

the addition,

persecution”,

and three
sentence

re;lected

suggested

abstentions,

it

did

of the

l,word “temporary”

adding

to the word

it .adopted

‘ta~,yl~~“.

the addition

proposed by the United

States

.

BY six votes
whole

into the first

it

of Wticle

to none, with one abstention,

the Committee

11 thus amended.
The .meetinR rose at 1.19 p,m,

adopted

the

